Climate change and education from de academy
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Since 2018, we have been working in favor of sustainable development and 2030 Agenda
Our first step: recycling

We started supporting an institutional campaign, in order to collect bottle caps.
Next: we realized about a strong environmental awareness at the school

So we started organizing workshops at the school and educational campaigns through social media
Also we built an ecologic reading corner
Then the project evolved and we started creating alliances with other actors
What we are doing during the pandemic?
We are still working
We are still doing workshops and educational campaigns through WhatsApp, social media and Zoom.
Rebeca Muñoz
¡Buenos días!
El jueves 30 se va a celebrar el Día Mundial de los mares, para poder cuidar mejor de ellos y de nuestro planeta les compartimos este video con 5 reglas de oro para protegerlos.
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Maria Elena Horquetas
Buenos días Rebe y compañeras. Muy buenos estos consejos
Bendiciones. Feliz semana.
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What about the impact?
- We began an environmental awareness at the school that then we empowered.
- We created important alliances with another schools, communities and social sectors.
- We have made more than 50 workshops and activities with students, elderly and children.
- We have created spaces of social inclusion.
- We have been working with another important subject in the curricula: the environmental education.
Thanks!

daniela.rodriguezvalerio@ucr.ac.cr